CS WINOMS V9.6 UPGRADE IS
NOW AVAILABLE FEATURING
NEW ENTERPRISE MODULE
With enterprise-level practice management capabilities and improved
features, CS WinOMS v9.6 provides your office with centralized
tables for producing combined reports.* Multiple offices—each with
their own group of patients—can now have common interpretations
of data, providing consistency of information across all locations.
Upgrading to the new Enterprise module is optional; however, when
you take advantage of this new functionality, you and your staff will
be able to more efficiently analyze and integrate information for
your multi-location practice.
Single and multi-practice providers will both benefit from this version’s enhanced reporting capabilities,
including key performance indicators (KPIs) and year-over-year (YoY) financial analysis—even for practices
that have separate tax identification numbers. You can eliminate the need to run separate reports by
centralizing all your practice information right from within WinOMS.
FEATURES
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WinOMS Enterprise Module
(Add-on module*)
For a nominal fee per practice, WinOMS users with
multiple business entities and multiple tax identification
numbers can share a single database.
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Multi-location users can now
enjoy simplified reporting; rollup reports can be generated for
all practices without the need
to export separate location files
to Microsoft Excel and combine
them into a single file later.

New Groups Option
Larger corporations can group multiple practices, e.g., by
state or region, for reporting purposes, and a practice can
be part of multiple groups.
Practice Groups can be added and edited from the Practice
menu in the Tables.
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Centralizing the data enables
enterprise reporting, and
practices can now enjoy
consistency among their
locations by utilizing the
same codes.

Enterprise reporting
(Part of Enterprise module*)
The new menu for Enterprise reports can be found in the
Reports menu on the main toolbar. It provides practices
with high-level reports such as key performance indicators
(KPIs) and year-over-year financial analysis.
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Practices can now share the
same master resource for patient
information and data and enjoy
enterprise reporting capabilities.

Enterprise Management of Tables
(Part of Enterprise module*)
Pertinent data tables have been centralized so that every
practice shares the same master resource, while others
allow regional management.
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BENEFITS

Users can more easily generate
reports on specific groups of
practices.
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Corporate or Practice Users
Users can now be designated as practice users or
corporate users. Practice users can only access their
assigned practice’s data, while corporate users can run
enterprise reports and manage all practices.

This capability provides
additional security across
practices.

To add/edit or manage users, a practice manager should
log into WinOMS as the ADMIN user, then access the
existing users’ data entry from the Tables menu on the
main toolbar.
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Anesthesia Tracking
WinOMS now provides more flexible vitals integration,
which enables a broader range of monitors.
Equipment manufacturers can enroll in the Carestream
Dental Partner Program for information on integrating
their devices into WinOMS.

As new monitors are introduced
to the market, manufacturers
can more quickly enable
their use without waiting for
Carestream Dental to integrate
them into WinOMS.

WinOMS Cloud users will receive v9.6 update automatically.
On-premise users can accelerate their upgrade by completing the “Update Central”request
form at http://www2.carestreamdental.com/updatecentral/ or by contacting Carestream Dental
at 800.275.4637.
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